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Catalogue 2: ‘A Sort of Introduction, the like of which happens’

While grand narratives of  literary history ought to be omitted from these pages, it 
may be noted that the early developments of  Modernism were rooted in French 
Symbolism. Les Poètes Maudits, and the Decadent and Symbolist movements more 
broadly, contributed to a growing sensitivity within literature to value as historically 
conditioned, to identity as subject to the contingencies of  change and flux, and to 
the need to objectify and integrate the vagaries of  the self  and the world through 
the creative process of  art and literature. The Tragara Press, which was established 
by Alan Anderson in 1954, produced a catalogue of  books over fifty years which 
reflects and highlights the significance of  Symbolism, the “Yellow Nineties” withal,  
for the birth of  Modernism. Among the following offerings are a few Tragara 
productions, including works by Beardsley, Verlaine, Baudelaire, Symons, and a 
work on Apollinaire, who bisects Symbolism and Surrealism. André Gide, who 
is represented in this catalogue with Villiers David’s edition of  Amyntas (our copy 
bears an inscription from David to Will Carter; see item 11), was a youthful votary 
of  Valéry (see item 28) and Mallarmé. Gide’s early Decadent leanings are evinced 
especially in Paludes (which was dedicated to Valéry) and Le Voyage d’Urien. A later and 
more playful example of  Uranian Hellenism and the yellow boy ethos may found in 
James Broughton’s Hymns to Hermes (item 6). 

The spiritual strand of  Modernism is represented in these pages by Thomas Merton’s 
The Solitary Life (see item 15); its contemplative theme receives a contemplative 
expression through Victor Hammer’s American Uncial typeface. The Solitary Life is 
complemented by a Modern treatment of  one of  Merton’s monastic preceptors, St. 
John of  the Cross (see item 14).  The tenebrous side of  Modern religiosity is reflected 
in two Surrealist offerings: the Allen Press edition of  Yvan Goll’s Four Poems of  the 
Occult, and a New Directions de luxe edition of  Henri Michaux’s Ideograms in China. 
Beckett, perhaps the last voice of  Modernism, and perhaps also the voice verging 
closest to silence, is represented with Henry Morris’ production of Ill Seen Ill Said (see 
item 1) and Sebastian Carter’s edition of  As the story was told (see item 2). As befits an 
introduction to a catalogue of  Modern Literature, in the end is our beginning.

X Thanks are due again to Shannon Culkeen, without whose photos this catalogue would 
be without its strongest element (save, of  course, for the books themselves!).  
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Terms & Conditions

All prices listed are in U.S. dollars. Shipping and insurance are extra, and are billed 
at cost. Items will be sent on receipt of  payment. For Canadian customers, HST or 
GST will be charged on postage to provinces where applicable.  5% GST will be 
added to all Canadian orders.

Orders may be placed online at www.jacobquinlanbooks.com, over the phone at 
(705) 419-1655, or by email at jqb@jacobquinlanbooks.com. 

We accept payment by Visa, MasterCard, bank transfer, business or institutional 
cheque, and in some cases by personal cheque (in Canadian or American Funds). For 
Canadian customers, the US dollar total will be converted to Canadian dollars, at the 
prevailing daily rate.

All material is guaranteed as described. Returns are accepted within 7 days of  
receipt, but we ask that the buyer inform us in advance of  any return. All material 
listed is subject to prior sale, so please contact us before sending payment if  buying 
directly from the catalogue. 

Special terms to institutions and the trade may be made by contacting us directly. 

X Cover illustration by Picasso (see item 12).

Catalogue 2: ‘A Sort of Introduction, the like of which happens’1

This, our second catalogue, is a short miscellany which seeks to interweave some 
strands of  Modern Literature and the book arts. That being said, this list is but a 
modest sampling of  the rich expression of  Modernism through Private Printing, and 
does not aim to be comprehensive. Rather, this catalogue, much like Private Press 
work itself, is a reflection of  the personal taste of  the proprietor. Though some of  the 
following titles and authors do not properly belong to Modernism, nor even possess 
a Modern sensibility, the inclusion of  exceptions to the theme may be justified on 
the grounds of  their influence, or the manner in which they have been printed and 
presented, and in some cases both. 

1 This seemingly strange choice of  title plays off the humour of  Robert Musil, and is borrowed 
from his Modernist masterpiece The Man Without Qualities.  

http://www.jacobquinlanbooks.com
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X SAMUEL BECKETT

1. BECKETT, Samuel. Ill Seen Ill Said.     
Northridge, California: Lord John Press, 1982. Octavo. 
Original half  navy morocco fore-edge binding by David 
Bourbeau, with blue paste paper covered boards, two 
vertical dotted gilt rolls to each of  the covers, and spine 
lettered in gilt. [viii], 9-45, [i + colophon] pp. Letter N 
of  26 specially-bound copies, from a total edition of  325 
copies. Signed by Beckett on the half-title. The present 
volume was designed and printed by Henry Morris. The 
text was set in Bembo type, with paragraph openings 
printed in blue, on Bugrabutten moulded paper.  $2500

John Banville has characterized Ill Seen Ill Said as “the 
pinnacle of  [Beckett’s] achievement” (NYRB: Nov. 14, 1996). This claim is not 
without warrant, for this short prose piece (comprising only 36 pages in the present 
issue) is the stylistic and thematic culmination of  Beckett’s mature work. It is a 
meditation on the limits of  language and literature, a pendulum swaying between 
saying and silence, and a reflection on change, duration, isolation, and death. 

Ill Seen Ill Said, published originally as Mal vu mal dit by Les Éditions de Minuit, made 
its first appearance in English in The New Yorker (Oct. 5, 1981). It appeared in book 
form later that year, issued as a slim volume by Grove Press, followed in 1983 by 
its inclusion in John Calder’s collection Nohow On. In Nohow On, the story appears 

alongside Company and Worstward Ho. With the 
exception of  Stirrings Still (1988) and the collection of  
fragments published as As the Story was Told (1990), the 
works appearing in Nohow On were Beckett’s last. 

Provisionally titled ‘The Evening or the Night’, Ill Seen 
Ill Said recounts the experience of  an elderly woman, 
living alone in an isolated cottage, as she awaits death. 
We find that the woman, the narrator, and perhaps 
literature more broadly, can only ill say; for ambiguity, 

obscurity, and contingency, time and movement, have already undermined the gaze’s 
attempts to fix itself  and its objects. Whatever we encounter, whatever the narrator 
reports, has already been ill seen.We are forced to accept that what is ill seen will be 
ill said, and that clarity and stillness are reached only as a final terminus: “Grace to 
breathe that void. Know Happiness.” Though the story, and ultimately literature 
itself, fail to have redemptive power, as Banville observes, the “tenderness with which 
Beckett depicts the solitary woman is unmatched in his work, and is deeply moving” 
(NYRB: Nov. 14, 1996).

X SAMUEL BECKETT: “For to end yet again.”

2. BECKETT, Samuel. As the story was told.    
Cambridge: Rampant Lions Press, 1987. Oblong 
Quarto. Unpaginated [46pp.]. Bound in original 
quarter brown cloth, with repeat patterned paper 
covered boards depicting a hut, a tent, and a path, 
and spine titled in gilt; printed endpapers reproducing 
manuscript material of  Beckett’s. The present volume 
was designed and printed by Sebastian Carter, on 
Zerkall Silurian paper. The main text was set in 
Albertus Light, and the editorial matter in Ehrhardt. A 
Fine copy. One of  325 copies, of  which this is number 
63.  $175

The eponymous 
prose piece, 
after which the 
present edition 
of  As the story was 
told was titled, 
first appeared 
in Germany; it 
was written as an 
encomium to the 
poet and radio 
dramatist Günter 
Eich, and was first published in Günter Eich zum Gedächtnis (1973). Four typescripts, 
three held in the University of  Reading and a fourth by Beckett himself, were used to 
generate the text of  the titular piece; revisions and other textual variations between 
versions have been cleverly recorded by Sebastian Carter in Ehrhardt type, below the 
main text. In the present edition, which differs slightly in content from John Calder’s 
1990 collection of  the same name, the titular piece is accompanied by excerpts and 
textual notes from a wide range of  Beckett’s work, including Molloy, From an Abandoned 
Work, Murphy, Rockaby, Watt, Imagination Dead Imagine, and others.

“For some time I had played with the idea of  a book in which the text ran on one line across the 
middle of  the page spread almost from margin to margin, leaving space above and below for detailed 
textual notes and other apparatus. I talked the problem over with Christopher Ricks, who at that 
time was Professor of  English at Cambridge. Christopher came up with this short piece by Beckett 
as being appropriately dense; he used his influence to get Beckett’s permission to reprint it, and 
assembled, apparently from memory, the collection of  passages from Beckett’s other writings that 
accompanied it.  [Sebastian Carter, The Rampant Lions Press. A Narrative Catalogue. 205]



X OFFICINA BODONI

3. BOCCACCIO. Trattatello in Laude di Dante.  
Verona: Officina Bodoni, 1955. Octavo. Bound in original 
full red morocco, with five raised bands, gilt stamped Officina 
Bodoni press mark to the upper cover, spine lettered in gilt, sewn 
endbands, cover border, edges, and turn-ins rolled in blind, 
top-edge gilt, others uncut; housed in publisher’s decorated 
paper covered slipcase. [viii], 125, [ii + colophon] pp. Spine 
slightly sunned, occasional foxing limited mostly to the front 
and rear blanks, else a Very Good copy. Printed in Dante 
type by Giovanni Mardersteig, with initials in red and blue 
throughout. Two heliogravure plates, comprising a hitherto 
unpublished portrait of  Dante used as the frontispiece, and a 
fold-out reproduction of  a leaf  from Boccaccio’s manuscript, 
which is held in the Biblioteca Capitolare di Toledo. One of  
140 copies, of  which this is number 28 of  125 on watermarked 
Rives paper. From the library of  typographer and printing 
historian John Lewis (1912-1996). Lewis’ bookplate (‘Ex Libris | John Lewis | 
FSIA’) is neatly affixed to the front paste-down, and a second is affixed to the verso 
of  the front free endpaper (evidently Lewis did not wish for any confusion about 
ownership to arise).  $2400

4. BORGES, Jorge Luis (Liam Miller, Ed.). Irish 
Strategies. Two stories by Borges adapted into 
English by Anthony Kerrigan and into Irish 
by Diarmaid Ó Súilleabháin | Two poems 
in Spanish on Joyce by Borges with English 
translations by Anthony Kerrigan | Statements 
by Borges and Robert Graves | An essay in Irish 
and in English by Diarmaid Ó Súilleabháin | 
A mnemonic note, two essays and a poem on 
Borges by Anthony Kerrigan | Eight drawings by 
Bernard Childs. 

5. BORGES, Jorge Luis. The Congress. 
London: Enitharmon Press [printed by the Daedalus Press], 
1974. Quarto. Bound in original tan cloth covered boards, 
with spine lettered in gilt. In fine printed paper dust jacket. 
[vi], 17, [i + colophon] pp. Neat ownership inscription in 
blue ink to the front free endpaper, else a Fine copy. Tipped-
in frontispiece portrait of  Borges by Hugo Manning. Printed 
on Glastonbury Book Antique paper. One of  300 copies, this 
being number 293.  $75

X BORGES

Dublin: Dolmen Press, 1975. Octavo. Bound in original 
quarter brown leather, with gilt decorated green paper covered boards, and spine 
lettered in gilt; top edge dyed orange. Housed in publisher’s green paper covered 
slipcase. [viii], 9-87, [+ colophon] pp. Some rubbing 
to the tail of  the spine, slipcase worn along the 
extremities, but else a Fine Copy. The body text was 
set by Jim Hughes in Gill’s Pilgrim type, with initials 
in Perpetua, and Victor Hammer’s American Uncial 
as display. Printed on German mould-made rag 
paper under the supervision of  Liam Browne. One 
of  350 copies, of  which this is number 284. Signed 
by Kerrigan, Ó Súilleabháin, and Childs opposite 
the title-page. “Recent events in Ireland have proved the great 
perception of  Borges, writing in Argentine thirty years ago.” 
[from the colophon.]  $250



6. BROUGHTON, James. Hymns to Hermes. 
[San Francisco]: Manroot [printed by Neon Sun 
Press], 1979. Octavo. In original orange paper 
wrappers supported by a stiff folded sheet of  black 
paper, with printed illustration to both covers, and 
printed lettering to the upper cover. Unpaginated 
[18 loose bifolia leaves of  text; one bifolium of  
plain Japanese mulberry paper, and one bifolium 
of  Japanese mulberry paper bearing an 
illustration; 20 bifolium leaves in all]. The 
top right corner has been torn from the 
blank sheet of  mulberry paper, else a Fine 
copy. Enclosed in a manila mailing envelope 
addressed to Manroot, with the return 
address of  Hanging Loose Press, Brooklyn, 
NY; ‘HTH | Publisher’s work copy’ pencilled to the exterior of  the envelope. 
Designed, set in Caslon Old Face, and printed by Joel Singer and Paul Mariah, 
with assistance from Clive Matson, at the Neon Sun Press. The published edition 
consisted of  225 numbered copies and a further 26 lettered copies signed by the 
author. The present copy is an unnumbered proof, humorously evinced by the 
many trial signatures to the colophon page and elsewhere. Some notes in pencil, 
presumably those of  Mariah, recording measurements for the layout. Numerous 
illustrations of  phalluses, some winged and flying, by Joel Singer. The verse, by the 
prominent gay poet James Broughton, and by the Uranian muse begot, is light and 
playful.  $200

X BY THE URANIAN MUSE BEGOT: HYMNS TO HERMES

7. [GIRALDUS CAMBRENSIS / GERALD Of  WALES] 
ROBERTS, Brynley F. (ed.). Giraldus Cambrensis | 
Itinerary Through Wales. 
Newtown: Gwasg Gregynog, 1989. Folio. Bound in original 
quarter red goatskin by Zaehnsdorf, with grey paper covered 
boards, two vertical gilt rolls to the covers, spine lettered in 
gilt, top edges gilt, others uncut; housed in publisher’s grey 
cloth covered slipcase. [xvi], 102pp. A Fine copy. One of  
280 copies, from a total edition of  300 copies, of  which this 
is number 26. Illustrated with 33 wood-engravings by Colin 
Paynton. Designed and printed by David Esslemont, in 
Monotype Bembo on Zerkall mould-made paper. The title 
panel was drawn by Michael Harvey.  $950

X GWASG GREGYNOG



X MODERN MISCELLANY

 9. POOLE, Monica. 
The Wood Engravings of John 
Farleigh. 
Henley-on-Thames: Gresham 
Books, 1985. Folio. Bound in 
original quarter brown morocco, 
with ochre cloth covered boards, 
Farleigh’s monogram gilt stamped 
to the upper cover, spine lettered 
in gilt, and housed in publisher’s 
cloth covered slipcase, with printed 
paper spinestrip. [x], 5-137, [ + 
colophon] pp. Two abrasions to p. 29, else a Fine copy. Forward by Prince Philip. 
The text was set in Baskerville, and printed on Somerville’s paper. One of  110 
copies with an additional engraving loosely inserted, of  which this is number 27. 
The additional engraving, Milk Thistle, originally appeared in Ethel Armitage’s 
A Country Garden (1936), and was printed from the block by Graham R. Williams 
for the present production; it is housed in a paper pocket bound in with the rear 
endpapers. Signed by the author on the colophon page.  $225

10. [FLEECE PRESS] LAWRENCE, Simon 
(ed). Tales from Bleeding Heart Yard. 
Huddersfield: Fleece Press, 1987. Quarto. 
Bound in original quarter burnt orange cloth, 
with faux wood veneer paper covered boards, 
small gilt stamped monogram (T.N.L., for T.N. 
Lawrence, manufacturer of  engravers’ boxwood 
blocks) to the upper cover, and printed paper 
label to the spine. [iv], 5-50, [iv + colophon] pp. 
A Fine copy. One of  310 unnumbered copies. 
Illustrated with numerous tipped-in photographs 
printed by J.W. Northend, as well as wood-
engravings by Barry Moser, John De Pol, and 
Peter Forster, among others.  $175

X MODERN MISCELLANY

“Nature herself  is a lesson in life through disintegration: too often it is associated with decay. It 
seems that only the artist understands that no progress can take place, no new work created, unless his 
personality be in a constant state of  passing from disintegration to reintegration. Each creative effort is 
a recasting of  the individual: self-disintegration having in it the quality of  ecstasy and purpose.”

8. FAINLIGHT, Ruth; HUGHES, Ted; 
SILLITOE, Alan. Poems. 
London: Rainbow Press [printed by the Daedalus 
Press], 1971. Octavo. Bound in original elaborately 
gilt decorated full olive leather, with spine lettered 
in gilt, and printed Japanese endpapers. Housed in 
publisher’s matching leather covered slipcase. [viii], 
28, [ii + colophon] pp. Spine rubbed slightly, and 
some wear to the extremities of  the slipcase, but 
else a Fine copy. Set in Bembo and Poliphilus 
type, and printed on Saunders mould-made rag 
paper. One of  300 copies, this being number 
68. Signed by Fanlight, Hughes, and Sillitoe on the colophon page. 
With laid in prospectus.  $325

11. [WILL CARTER ASSOCIATION COPY] GIDE, André. Amyntas. 
Translated from the French and illustrated by Villiers David. 
[London]: The Bodley Head [printed at the Curwen Press], 1958. Octavo. Bound 
in original cream japon covered boards, with gilt decoration to the upper cover, 
and spine lettered in gilt; pictorial endpapers and dyed red edges. In fine printed 
paper dust jacket. [viii], 128, [iv] pp. A Fine copy. One of  1500 copies, of  which 
this is number 
736. Inscribed to 
Will Carter from 
Villiers David 
opposite the title 
page: ‘To Will 
Carter | without 
whose taste and 
fastidious care 
this book would 
never have been. 
- Villiers | 1958.’ 
Carter’s bookplate 
is neatly affixed 
to the upper 
right of  the front 
pastedown.  $250



X ALLEN PRESS: YVAN GOLL

12. [ALLEN PRESS] GOLL, Yvan (Francis 
Carmody, ed.). Four Poems of the Occult. 
Kentfield, California: Allen Press, 1962. Folio. 
Unsewn leaves gathered into five folded fascicles, 
each covered in beige paper wrappers, titled in 
blue, and section number stamped in blind; all five 
fascicles are housed in a stiff linen covered, suede-
lined chemise, with spine die-stamped in blue, 
and matching linen covered slipcase. Unpaginated 
[196pp. in total]. Slipcase slightly sunned, else a 
Fine copy. Set in Goudy Modern and Cochin italic 
types, and printed on Rives mould-made paper, 
with hand coloured borders, marginal illustration, 
and initials by Mallette Dean. One of  130 copies. 
Twenty-one illustrations, consisting of  four lithographs by Picasso, three etchings 
by Yves Tanguy, eight wood-engravings by Jean Arp, and reproductions of  six line 
drawings by Fernand Léger.  $2750

X ALLEN PRESS: YVAN GOLL

Yvan Goll, born Issac 
Lang in the Lorraine 
village of  Saint-Dié in 
1891, was a Franco-
German writer who 
remains undeservedly 
neglected in the 
histories of  20th 
Century letters. 
Some of  the neglect, 
however, may be 
accounted for by 
his frequent use of  
pseudonyms, the 
fact that he wrote in 
French, German, and 

English, and that critics have found it difficult to place him within any one literary 
movement or tradition; he has been associated with Dada in Zurich, Expressionism 
in Berlin, and Surrealism in Paris. Furthermore, though Goll was foremost a poet, he 
also wrote plays, novels, and essays, and translated, among others, works by Whitman, 
Blaise Cendrars, Francois Mauriac, Henri Barbusse, Franz Werfel, Voltaire, and Joyce. 

An avowed pacifist, Goll renounced his ties to France during 
the First World War, and left for Switzerland. In Geneva he 
became part of  an expatriate circle centred on Romain Rolland, 
which included Stefan Zweig, Werfel, Hans (Jean) Arp, and 
Goll’s future wife, Clara (Claire) Aischmann. Goll later joined 
the Dadaists in Zurich, and there he befriended James Joyce. 
Following the War, Goll moved to Paris, and worked closely with 
Joyce on a translation of  Ulysses into German. While in Paris, 
Goll also penned a Manifeste du Surréalisme, which was published 
in the sole issue of  the organ Surréalisme (1924), a month before 
the appearance of  Breton’s own Surrealist manifesto. 

With the portent of  Nazi invasion, Claire and Yvan left Paris for New York in 1939. In 
New York, Goll established himself  with the poets and writers orbiting around William 
Carlos Williams; Williams, along with Kenneth Patchen and other New York literati, 
later translated sections of  Goll’s Jean Sans Terre into English. While in New York, 
Goll founded and edited a journal called Hemispheres, which featured contemporary 
experimental writing from France, notably from St. John Perse and Henry Miller. 
In 1947, the Golls returned to Paris, and Yvan devoted the remaining three years of  
his life to writing what was arguably his greatest achievement, the cycle of  poems 
published posthumously as Traumkraut (‘Dreamweed’). 
The cycle of  poems reproduced in Four Poems of  the Occult were published posthumously 
in Paris. In the years following their publication, however, the poems themselves were 
overshadowed by a scandal involving Paul Celan, who had been a close friend and 
compeer of  Goll’s towards the end of  his life. Claire Goll alleged that Celan’s Mohn 
und Gedächtnis (‘Poppy and Remembrance), which was published in Paris in 1952, had 
borrowed heavily from her deceased husband’s work, citing metaphors and images 
which, she claimed, made their first appearance in Goll’s Traumkraut. Upon review, 
it was determined that Claire’s claims were spurious; but the charges were renewed 
again in 1960. Celan, despite his rise to prominence, did not recover emotionally from 
the defamation. 

The rights to the poems reproduced in the present volume were obtained by Lewis 
Allen from Claire Goll directly. While in Paris discussing the project, Allen was also 
able to convince Claire to lend him eight original wood-blocks of  Arp’s for use in the 
proposed book, but only after he had signed a liability agreement listing their value 
at 3, 000, 000 francs. Sensibly, Lewis opted to reproduce the Arp illustrations from 
proofs made by the Paris type founders Deberny & Peignot, rather than transporting 
the fragile blocks back to Kentfield. The imposing size of  Four Poems, which was the 
most arduous and ambitious project undertaken at the Allen Press, may be blamed on 
Picasso, whose lithographs demanded a large format to be reproduced.



X HOCKNEY & SPENDER

13. HOCKNEY, David (illus.) & SPENDER, Stephen (ed. 
& contributor). Hockney’s Alphabet. 
London: Faber and Faber, for the Aids Crisis Trust, 
1991. Folio. Bound in original yellow buckram, with 
spine titled in gilt within a dyed blue vertical band, 
and housed in publisher’s grey cloth covered slipcase. 
Unpaginated. A Fine copy. Printed on Exhibition Fine 
Art Cartridge paper. Illustrated with reproductions 
of  twenty-seven colour drawings by David Hockney 
depicting the letters of  the alphabet; Q receives special 
treatment as the only letter twice depicted, with 
accompanying text by both William Golding and T.S. 
Eliot. Written contributions, in order of  appearance, by 
Stephen Spender, Joyce Carol Oates, Iris Murdoch, Paul 
Theroux, Gore Vidal, Norman Mailer “whose letter 
refusing seemed such a good model for Polite Rejection 
that we decided to publish it as his contribution”, 
Seamus Heaney, Martin Amis, Erica Jong, Ian McEwan, 
Nigel Nicholson, Margaret Drabble, Craig Raine, 
William Boyd, V.S. Pritchett, Doris Lessing, William 
Golding, T.S. Eliot, Arthur Miller, Ted Hughes, Kazuo Ishiguro, Julian Barnes, 
John Updike, Susan Sontag, Anthony Burgess, Douglas Adams, and Patrick Leigh 
Fermor. Signed by Spender and Hockney.  $350

X St. JOHN of  the CROSS

14. St. JEAN de la CROIX [St. John of  the 
Cross; George Ball & Richard Nelson, illus.]. 
Malgré la Nuit | Aunque es de Noche | 
Although By Night.

Paris: [Atelier Georges Leblanc & 
Thierry Bouchard], 1994. Loose folded 
leaves in stiff paper wrappers, with 
printed lettering to the spine and 
upper cover; fore-edges uncut, others 
cut, except where the bottom edge 
of  the leaf  coincides with the bottom 

edge of  the original sheet. Folded tissue guards 
laid in between the folds of  the illustrated leaves. Housed in a blue cloth covered 
box made for this edition by Lætitia Conti. Unpaginated; five folded leaves of  text, 
along with four folded leaves of  engravings, plus one folded leaf  for the colophon, 
which appears in both French and English [10 leaves in all, each folded into thirds, 
and printed on one side only]. Of  the twelve engravings, six are by George Ball 
and six by Richard Nelson. The text was set in Blado type and printed by Thierry 
Bouchard on Arches handmade paper. The illustration plates were printed by 
Pierre Lallier at the Atelier Georges Leblanc. One of  65 copies, of  which this is 
number 24. From a total edition of  77 copies. Signed by Ball and Nelson on the 
colophon leaf. With laid-in invitation to a gala at the Galerie Biren, celebrating the 
book’s publication.  $525

The present edition of  Aunque es de Noche reproduces St. John of  the Cross’ original 
Spanish text, along with translations into French by the 17th century Carmelite R.P. 
Cyprien (Cyprian of  the Nativity of  the Virgin) and into English by Linda Nicholson. 
The French text appears below the Spanish on the printed leaves; the English text is 
integrated with the illustrations, having been engraved into the plates themselves.



15. [HAMMER, VICTOR] MERTON, Thomas. 
The Solitary Life.
Lexington, Kentucky: Stamperia del Santuccio, 1960. 
Octavo. Bound in original brown paper covered boards, 
with printed paper label to the spine. In very good 
printed paper dust jacket. [x], 21, [xiv] pp. Minor 
rubbing to the foot of  the spine, some light foxing to the 
front and rear blanks (limited mostly to the pastedowns), 
else clean and bright; sewing is a little loose between 
some gatherings, exposing the supports, but is otherwise 
tight. Some wear to the extremities of  the dust jacket, 
with very slight loss to head and tail, and a 6mm. tear at 
the lower front joint. Overall a Very Good copy. Printed 
by Victor Hammer in red and black in American Uncial 
type. One of  60 ‘Presentation Copies’ signed by Merton, 
of  which this is number 10.  $1550

X ANVIL PRESS / STAMPERIA del SANTUCCIO X ANVIL PRESS / STAMPERIA del SANTUCCIO

Victor Hammer was 
born in Vienna in 1882, 
and studied painting 
and architecture at the 
Akademie der bildenden Künste 
Wien. Having completed 
his studies in 1908, he 
relocated to Florence to 
supervise the cutting of  
punches for a type-face 
based on his Uncial hand; 
the finished type-face was 
named ‘Hammer Unziale’, 

and though he was dissatisfied with the result, it would become the first of  five Uncial 
faces designed by Hammer. Hammer remained in Florence until the outbreak of  the 
First World War; during the War, he served some months in the infantry, and later as 
a war artist stationed in the Urals and Turkey. He returned to Florence after the War, 
and there he established his Stamperia del Santuccio, using a press modelled after a 
wooden common press held in the Bibliotecca Laurenziana. With the assistance of  
Rudolf  Koch’s son Paul, who had been sent to Florence to apprentice with Hammer, 
another Uncial was cut. The newly cut face was designated ‘Samson Uncial’, taking 
its name from the subject of  the Stamperia’s first book, Milton’s Samson Agonistes, which 
was printed in 1931.

Hammer accepted a professorship at the Akademie Künste in 1937, but left for the 
United States shortly after the Nazi annexation of  Austria. With the help of  émigré 
friends already established in the States, the Hammers managed to settle in Aurora, 
New York, and Hammer secured a teaching post in the Art Department at Wells 
College. There he established the Wells College Press, where he printed a number of  
books, including a de luxe issue for James Laughlin’s New Directions of  Wilmot’s A 
Satire Against Mankind and Other Poems. In 1948, Hammer’s paintings and typographic 
work were exhibited in Chicago by the Renaissance Society, and there he met two 
admirers with connections to Transylvania University in Lexington, Kentucky: Joseph 
C. Graves, who was a Trustee of  the University, and had an interest in private printing, 
and Raymond McLain, then president of  the University. At their request, Hammer 
relocated for the last time to Lexington, and took up a residency at Transylvania. 

At Transylvania, Hammer founded the 
Anvil Press, which was established as a 
teaching press for an association of  printing 
students and enthusiasts. He also revived his 
own Stamperia del Santuccio, and realized 
what was arguably his greatest typographic 
achievement, designing and cutting his 
fourth and penultimate type-face, American 
Uncial.  

It was during his time at Transylvania 
that Hammer began corresponding with 
Thomas Merton,  who was cloistered 
in the nearby Trappist Monastery of  
Gethsemani. The correspondence between 
the Hammers (for Victor’s second wife 
Carolyn also participated in the exchange) 
and Merton began sometime in the fall of  
1955, surviving Victor’s death in 1967, and 
ending with Merton’s own death in 1968. 
Through the letters, which ranged in topic 

from literature to politics, philosophy to the role of  art in worship, developed a close 
friendship and creative exchange. Merton’s best known poem, Hagia Sophia, owes its 
afflatus to the center panel of  a triptych depicting the madonna and child by Hammer, 
which Merton viewed on a trip to Lexington in 1959. And Hammer’s practice of  
art, best captured by the Stampeira’s press motto ad maiorem Dei gloriam, echoed 
Merton’s version of  Monasticism and the solitary life. Indeed, Hammer’s obsession 
with perfecting the Uncial face aimed at giving the reader pause, and opening up a 
contemplative approach to the text.



16. MICHAUX, Henri. Ideograms in China. Translated 
from the French by Gustaf Sobin.
New York: New Directions [printed by The Grendfell Press], 
1984. Octavo. Bound in original cream cloth covered boards, 
with printed blue label to the spine and upper cover, and 
housed in publisher’s matching slipcase. Unpaginated [48pp.]. 
A Fine copy. Printed in blue and black on Rives watermarked 
paper. One of  150 copies, of  which this is number 46. Signed 
by the translator and Michaux on the colophon page.  $450

X HENRI MICHAUX X PROSPERO POETS

Idéogrammes en Chine was first 
published in 1975, by Fata Morgana 
in Monpelier. The text first appeared 
in English translation as a stand alone 
work in the present edition, and was 
anthologized in New Directions in Prose 
& Poetry 48 (fall, 1984). 

An English translation of  Ideogrammes 
was first proposed by Ezra Pound, 
who had encountered the text in 
its first iteration as an introduction 
to Leon Chang’s La Calligraphie 
Chinoise (1971).  Though Pound 

eventually abandoned the project, his enthusiasm for Ideogrammes reveals the close 
affinities between his and Michaux’s conceptions of  the image and the role of  sign in 
poetry. Pound’s “ideogrammic method”, which he drew on in his early Imagist works, 
involved juxtaposing seemingly disparate terms to establish a relation between them, 
thus creating an image poised between both, but reducible to neither. Though Pound 
later rejected the Imagist project in favour of  a more dynamic poetics, he remained 
committed to the power of  pictorial signs. Michaux, who had been experimenting 
with the “inner ferment” of  ideograms since 1925, takes Pound’s method further. For 
Michaux, ideogrammic composition was a sort of  automatic writing which not only 
mirrors, but creatively participates in the flux of  life: “Markings launched into the 
air, fluttering as if  caught by the motion of  a sudden inspiration, and not prosaically, 
laboriously, exhaustively traced…”. For Pound in his Imagist phase, the ideogram 
functioned as the mode of  realizing the stillness of  a hovering image. For Michaux, 
it realizes and creates “A continuum. A murmur without end, like life itself…”. The 
sign, for Michaux, with the ideogram as its acme, indicates and gestures towards this 
dynamic.    

17. [CLARION PUBLISHING] PROSPERO POETS. Comprising works 
by Simon Armitage, Wendy Cope, Roger McGough, Craig Raine, Matthew 
Sweeney, and U.A. Fanthorpe. Six volumes in total, each of  which has been 
inscribed to Gary Prouk by the publisher, Trevor Weston. Prouk was a noted 
Canadian philanthropist and collector of  Press books, and as a subscriber or 
otherwise, a likely a patron of  the Prospero Poets series. Whether because Prouk 
favoured it, because Clarion had a rigorous system in place for assigning specific 
copies to subscribers, or, most likely, because the six volumes were issued as a 
uniformly numbered set, each book in the series is numbered 14. Together with 
a collection of  other Clarion material, including prints, small broadsides, and 
promotional items, all held loose in a collector’s Solander box. The box is backed 
and sided in light brown cloth, with printed title label to the spine, and marbled 
paper covers. There is a tear to the cloth at the bottom of  the box’s upper outer 
joint, else all material is Fine.  $400



ARMITAGE, Simon (Valerii Mishim, illus.). 
The Anaesthetist.
Alton, Hampshire: Clarion Publishing [printed by the Didcot 
Press], 1994. Octavo. Bound in original pictorial violet 
paper covered boards, with titled upper cover. Unpaginated 
[14pp. + 2 blanks]. A Fine copy.  Set in Futura type and 
printed on Italian Rivoli paper. Illustrated with four 
lithographs by Valerii Mishim. The present copy is one of  
99 copies signed by Armitage and Mishim on the colophon 
page, this being number 14. From a total edition of  499 
copies. This copy has been inscribed by the publisher, 
Trevor Weston, below the colophon: ‘and is for Gary 
Prouk. T.W.’. 

COPE, Wendy. (John Vernon Lord, illus.). The Squirrel & 
the Crow. 
Alton, Hampshire: Clarion Publishing [printed by the 
Didcot Press], 1994. Octavo. Bound in original green 
paper covered  boards, with pictorial titled upper cover. 
Unpaginated [16pp.]. A Fine Copy. Set in Palatino type 
and printed on Zerkell mould-made paper. Illustrated 
with line drawings, including six mandala devices, by John 
Vernon Lord.  The present copy is one of  99 numbered 
copies signed by Cope and Lord, this being number 14. 
From a total edition of  499 copies. This copy has been 
inscribed by the publisher, Trevor Weston, below the 
colophon: ‘and is for Gary Prouk. T.W.’.

FANTHORPE, U.A. (Simon Brett, illus.). Painter & Poet. 
Alton, Hampshire: Clarion Publishing [printed by the 
Libanus Press], 1994. Octavo. Bound in original camel 
paper covered  boards, with pictorial titled upper cover. 
Unpaginated [16pp.]. A Fine Copy. Set in Fournier type 
and printed on Zerkell mould-made paper. Illustrated 
with three wood-engravings by Simon Brett, and a wood-
engraved colophon device by Peter Forster, printed from 
the blocks.  The present copy is one of  99 numbered copies 
signed by Fanthorpe and Brett, this being number 14. From 
a total edition of  499 copies. This copy has been inscribed 
by the publisher, Trevor Weston, below the colophon: ‘for 
Gary Prouk. T.W.’.

X PROSPERO POETS X PROSPERO POETS

McGOUGH, Roger (Annie Newnham, illus.). Pen Pals. 
Alton, Hampshire: Clarion Publishing [printed by The 
Senecio Press], 1994. Octavo. Bound in original orange 
paper covered boards, with pictorial title label pasted to the 
upper cover, and illustrated panel pasted to the lower cover, 
both on paper matching the covering paper. Unpaginated 
[16pp.]. A Fine copy. Printed on Italian Rivoli paper. 
Illustrated with drawings by Annie Newnham. The present 
copy is one of  149 numbered copies signed by McGough 
and Newnham, this being number 14. From a total edition 
of  549. This copy has been inscribed by the publisher, 
Trevor Weston, below the colophon: ‘and is Gary Prouk’s 
copy. T.W.’. 

SWEENEY, Matthew (John Ross, illus.). 
The Blue Taps. 
Alton, Hampshire: Clarion Publishing [printed by Q & 
M Graphics], 1994. Octavo. Bound in original pictorial 
grey paper covered boards, with titled upper cover. 
Unpaginated [16pp.]. A Fine copy. Printed on English 
Palazzo Castile Ivory paper. Illustrated with lithographs 
by John Ross. The present copy is one of  149 numbered 
copies signed by Sweeney and Ross, this being number 
14. From a total edition of  499 copies. This copy has 
been inscribed by the publisher, Trevor Weston, below 
the colophon: ‘and is for Gary Prouk. T.W.’.
RAINE, Craig (George Hardie, illus.). Change. 
Alton, Hampshire: Clarion Publishing [printed by The 
Aldgate Press], 1995. Octavo. Bound in original decorated 
cream paper covered boards, with titled upper cover. 
Unpaginated [16pp.]. There is a very faint 4cm. horizontal 
line to the lower left of  the upper cover, which may have 
resulted from a scratch or an imperfection in the paper, else 
a Fine copy. Printed on Bockingford white paper. Illustrated 
with lithographs by George Hardie. The present copy is 
one of  149 numbered copies signed by Raine and Hardie, 
this being number 14. From a total edition of  449 copies. 
This copy has been inscribed by the publisher, Trevor 
Weston, below the colophon: ‘and is for Gary Prouk. T.W.’.



X MODERN MISCELLANY

18. RAINE, Kathleen. Six Dreams | And Other 
Poems.
London: Enitharmon Press [printed by the Daedalus 
Press], 1968. Quarto. Bound in original cloth backed, 
pictorial paper covered boards, spine lettered in gilt, 
and pictorial endpapers. Unpaginated [24pp.] Set in 
Poliphilus type and printed on Grosvenor Chater’s 
Glastonbury Antique Laid paper. One of  100 specially 
bound copies, from a total edition of  300 copies, this 
being number 29. Signed by Raine on the colophon 
page. Frontispiece and cover illustration by Cecil 
Collins, and tipped-in wood engraving by Juliet 
Standing.  $125

X MODERN MISCELLANY

19. RASCHKE, Ulrich. Der Holzweg. 
[Lahnstein]: 
FlugBlatt-Presse, 
1984. Tall Octavo. 
In original perfect 
bound paper 
boards, with 
printed lettering 
to the upper cover, 
quarter cloth 
spine-strip, and 
fore-edge folded 
pages. 
Unpaginated 
[52pp.]. 1cm. tear 
to the top of  p. 9, 
else a Fine copy.  
Each spread is illustrated with a wood-cut, printed in red, by Peter Malutzki, 
who was also responsible for printing the present volume. One of  60 signed and 
numbered copies, of  which this is number 55. Printed on folded newspaper sheets.  
$200
This was the first book produced at the FlugBlatt-Presse, which Malutzki founded 
in 1980 after studying printing at the Hochschule Mainz. Malutzki’s subsequent 
experiments in design and the book arts, for which Der Holzweg sets the tone, have 
frequently involved the use of  collage and non-traditional materials.

20. [FAIRFAX PRESS] SITWELL, Sacheverell. 
Valse des Fleurs. A Day in St Petersburg and a Ball at the 
Winter Palace in 1868. 
York: Fairfax Press [printed by Christopher Skelton at 
his Skelton’s Press], 1980. Bound in original quarter 
cream calf, with blue cloth covered boards, two 
vertical gilt rolls to the covers, spine titled in gilt, top-
edge gilt, others uncut, and pictorial endpapers by 
Henry Moore; housed in publisher’s cloth slipcase with 
pictorial paper covering by Henry Moore; both, along 
with a laid in prospectus, are housed in a matching 
collector’s Solander box. [xii], 90, [viii] pp. Very 
mild transference of  blue dye from the slipcase to the 
leather at the top of  the covers, else a Fine copy. The 
text was printed in Monotype Bell on Zerkall mould-
made paper. Contains two wood-engraved devices, 
one a title device and the other a floral device, by 
Reynolds Stone. One of  400 copies, of  which this is 
number XVII of  60 copies signed by the author and 
Henry Moore on the colophon page. Copies I-XX 
were accompanied by a lithograph by Henry Moore, 
which the present volume lacks.  $300

21. [RAMPANT LIONS PRESS] SMART, 
Christopher (J.B, Broadbent, ed.). A Song to David. 
Cambridge: Rampant Lions Press, 1960. Quarto. 
Bound in original quarter cream Linson, with repeat 
patterned blue paper covered boards, and spine 
lettered in gilt. In pink printed paper dust jacket.  xxi, 
[iii], 4- 40pp. A few small tears along the top and 
bottom of  the dust jacket, jacket price-clipped, else a 
Fine copy. One of  600 copies, of  which this is number 
466. Frontispiece illustration by Lynton Lamb, printed 
from line blocks in blue and black.  $65

“And the intoxication of  the waltz returns, manoeuvring for the climax. More pellucid and crystalline 
than ever in its orchestration; lovely in every little detail. It dances in itself, and shakes its lilies. The 
coda quickens even the dead wall into the waltz, turning, turning, in an ecstasy, a delirium”



The Tragara Press was the private undertaking of  Alan Anderson, a bookseller 
and independent scholar from Edinburgh with an acute eye for elegant typography 
and an extensive knowledge of  modern literature. Anderson established the 
Tragara Press in 1954, after having taken some evening classes in printing at the 
Edinburgh College of  Art. 
The Press took its name from Punta Tragara, a southern promontory on the island 
of  Capri, where Anderson and his wife honeymooned. The name is fitting, both 
because the Press, like all private presses, was a deeply personal project motivated 
by Anderson’s unique taste in literature and design, and because Capri had been 
a haven for Decadent artists since the late 19th century (as Maugham’s 1935 
story The Lotus Eater testifies). Anderson, who was a specialist in the Decadent 
and Symbolist literature of  the 1890s, printed many often overlooked works in 
this area, and has helped to reveal the significance of  these movements for the 
emergence of  modern literature. 
Anderson ceased, with a few exceptions, to print books of  his own selection in 
1991, and turned his attention instead to private commissions in keeping with the 
character of  the Press. From 1991 to 2004, Anderson produced some 80 privately 
commissioned books, adding to the nearly 200 books which he had already 
printed. Among the privately commissioned works was a short study of  Baron 
Jacques d’Adelswärd-Fersen (1880-1923), whose Et le feu s’éteignit sur la mer was a 
thinly veiled novel depicting the libertine life of  Capri.

X TRAGARA PRESS

22. (Slava Klima & Irving Massey, ed.) In Memoriam | 
George Mathewson | (1925-1973). 
Edinburgh: Tragara Press, 1975. Octavo. Bound in original 
marbled paper wrappers, with printed paper label to the 
upper cover. [vi], 5-47, [i + colophon] pp. Wear to the 
corners and extremities, especially to the foot of  the spine, 
which has been rubbed and creased with shelf-wear, else a 
Very Good copy. Internally clean and bright, save for one 
small stain to p. 31. One of  150 copies printed on Saunders 
watermarked cream wove paper. Contains some poems 
and papers of  Mathewson’s, along with retrospective pieces 
and letters written by friends and colleagues, including transcriptions of  three 
letters from T.S. Eliot. Eliot was the subject of  Mathewson’s doctoral dissertation 
(The Search for Coherence: T.S. Eliot and the Christian Tradition), which he defended 
successfully at Princeton in 1961. Shelley’s Mont Blanc has been used as the 
epigraph. [Halliwell, Private Commissions, 14.]  $40

23. O’SULLIVAN, Vincent. Some Letters of Vincent 
O’Sullivan to A.J.A. Symons. 
Edinburgh: Tragara Press, 1975. Octavo. Bound in 
original quarter black cloth, with marbled paper covered 
boards, and printed paper label to the spine. Housed in 
matching collector’s stiff card chemise and slipcase.  [ii], 
3-26, [+ colophon] pp. A Fine copy. Edited, introduced, 
and printed by Alan Anderson. One of  of  20 copies on 
printed Barcham Green ‘Charter Oak’ paper, of  which this 
is number 12. From a total edition of  120 copies. Most 
of  the letters reproduced in this volume were transcribed 
from the originals held at the William Andrews Clark 
Memorial Library at the University of  California. 
[Halliwell, Books Printed and Published by the Tragara Press, 
41a.]  $200

X TRAGARA PRESS

24. BEARDSLEY, Aubrey. Aubrey Beardsley: Poems 
| with an introduction and notes by Matthew 
Sturgis. 
Edinburgh: Tragara Press, 1998. Stated second 
impression. Octavo. Bound in original orange Colorplan 
wrappers, with printed paper label to the upper cover. 
[iv], 5-46, [+ colophon] pp. Adhesive split between the 
last two gatherings, else a Very Good copy.   
One of  50 copies 
printed by Alan 
Anderson for The 

Eighteen Nineties Society, on Teton paper.     
Copies 1-10 were bound in marbled wrappers, 
and copies 26-50 were bound in Colorplan 
Wrappers. There was also a separate state, 
also bound in Colorplan, issued as a guide for 
a contemporaneous exhibition of  Beardsley’s 
work held at the V & A. This copy is one of  a 
presumed 15 hors d’commerce, and is inscribed to 
Greg Gatenby by the editor on the front free 
endpaper: ‘For Greg | in admiration, from the 
slim editor of  this slim volume; Matthew S. X. 
98.’ [Halliwell, Private Commissions, 99b.]  $95



X TRAGARA PRESS X TRAGARA PRESS

25. LANG, Andrew & JAMES, M.R. About Edwin 
Drood.
Edinburgh: Tragara Press,1983. Octavo. Bound in 
original cream paper wrappers, with repeat floral 
spray pattern, and printed paper label to the upper 
cover. [iv], 5-24, [ii +colophon] pp. A Fine copy. 
Set in Bell type, and printed by Alan Anderson on 
Sommerville laid paper. One of  115 copies, of  which 
this is number 8. Contains a facsimile with laid in 
tissue guard of  an 1870 publisher’s advert for The 
Mystery of  Edwin Drood. [Halliwell, Books Printed and 
Published by the Tragara Press, 99.]  $45

26. Three books from the Tragara Press, housed in a 
collector’s paper covered slipcase and cloth covered 

chemise.  $325
Comprising
ADLARD, John. One Evening of Light Mist in 
London.
Edinburgh: Tragara Press, 1980. Octavo. Bound 
in original brown paper wrappers, with printed 
lettering set within an ornamental border to the 
upper left of  the upper cover. [vi + frontispiece], 
7-33, [i + colophon] pp. Lower corners slightly 
bumped, else a Fine copy. The text was set in 

Bardou type and printed on Glastonbury 
Antique Laid paper. One 

of  145 copies, of  which 
this is number 18.  

Frontispiece portrait of  
Apollinaire and Annie Playden. 

The title was taken from the opening line 
to Apollinaire’s La Chanson du Mal Aimé, which is reproduced as the epigraph to the 
present volume:
“One evening of  light mist in London/A hoodlum who was very like/My love came sidling up 
to me/And the look in the boy’s eyes/Made me hang my head for shame.” [Halliwell, Books 
Printed and Published by the Tragara Press, 74.]

together with
GRAY, JOHN. 
Aubrey Beardsley 
| An Obituary 
Memoir. 
Edinburgh: Tragara 
Press, 1980. Octavo. 
Bound in original 
pamphlet-stitched 
printed grey wrappers. 
Unpaginated [20pp.] 
A Fine copy. This 
memoir first appeared 
in La Revue Blanche 
(1898). Frontispiece 
portrait of  Beardsley 

by Félix Vallotton. The text was hand-set in Perpetua, and printed by Alan 
Anderson. One of  95 copies, of  which this is number 16. [Halliwell, Books Printed 
and Published by the Tragara Press, 73.]
together with
SYMONS, Arthur. Paul Verlaine. 
Edinburgh:
Tragara Press, 1980. Octavo. Bound in 
original marbled paper wrappers, with 
printed paper label to the upper cover. 
[ii + frontispiece], 3-12, [ii + colophon] 
pp. A Fine copy. One of  115 copies, of  
which this is number 14 of  20 copies 
printed on Sheepstor hand-made paper. 
The paper is felicitously watermarked, 
given its name, with an image of  a sheep, 
though perhaps a goat would have been 
more appropriate for Verlaine. The 
frontispiece reproduces the portrait 
of  Verlaine by the Symbolist painter 
Eugène Carrière. Symons text was first published in the North American Review (May 
1915). [Halliwell, Books Printed and Published by the Tragara Press, 69a.]



27. Four books from the Tragara Press, along with four gatherings of  proofs, 
housed in a collector’s marbled paper covered slipcase and chemise, with leather 
label to the spine of  the slipcase, titled in gilt. $450

Comprising
[BAUDELAIRE, Charles & VERLAINE, 
Paul] From the Nineties | Some 
Translations of Baudelaire and 
Verlaine. 
Edinburgh: Tragara Press, 1982. Octavo. 
Bound in original marbled paper 
wrappers, with printed paper label to the 
upper cover. [iii], 4-29, [i + colophon] pp. 
A Fine Copy. One of  95 copies, of  which 
this is number 13 of  20 copies printed on 
Zerkall laid paper. The text was hand-
set in Bembo type, and printed by Alan 
Anderson. [Halliwell, Books Printed and 
Published by the Tragara Press, 87a.]

together with  four gatherings of  
proofs  

together with 

SYMONS, Arthur. Paul Verlaine.
Edinburgh: Tragara Press, 1980. Octavo. Bound in original blue paper wrappers, 
with printed paper label to the upper cover. [ii + frontispiece], 3-12, [ii + 
colophon] pp. A Fine copy. One of  of  115 copies, of  which this is number 114 
of  95 copies printed on Ingres d’Arches paper. The frontispiece reproduces the 
portrait of  Verlaine by the Symbolist painter Eugène Carrière. As noted above, 
Symons text was first published in the North American Review (May 1915). [Halliwell, 
Books Printed and Published by the Tragara Press, 69.]

together with
WEEKS, Donald. Frederick Rolfe and The Times. 
Edinburgh: Tragara Press, 1977. Octavo. Bound in 
original brown paper wrappers, with title printed 
on the upper cover. Unpaginated [28pp.] Slightly 
bumped at the foot of  the spine, else a Fine copy. The 
text was set in Bembo, and printed on Glastonbury 
Antique Laid paper. One of  175 copies, of  which this 
is number 145. [Halliwell, Books Printed and Published by 
the Tragara Press, 52.]
together with
WEEKS, Donald. Two Friends | Frederick Rolfe 
and Henry Harland.  
Edinburgh: Tragara Press, 1978. Octavo. Bound in 
original brown paper wrappers, with the title printed 
on the upper cover. [iv], 5- 17, [i + colophon] pp. 
Some light shelf  wear to the extremities, else a Fine 
copy. The text was set in Bembo, and printed on 
Conqueror laid paper. Of  this edition, 125 copies 
were printed; this copy is out of  series, and has been 
marked ‘proof  copy’ in blue ink on the colophon page.
[Halliwell, Books Printed and Published by the Tragara Press, 
58.]

X TRAGARA PRESS X TRAGARA PRESS



28. VALÉRY, Paul. The Graveyard by the Sea.
Philadelphia: The Centaur Press [printed by the Gollifox 
Press], 1932. Quarto. Bound in original navy buckram, 
with printed paper label to the spine and upper cover. 
Lacking dusk jacket. Unpaginated [52pp.] Slight wear to 
the head and tail of  the spine, and along the extremities; 
minor chipping to both labels, but without compromising 
the lettering. Overall a Very Good copy. One of  300 
copies, this being number 22. Valéry’s original text is 
presented above the English translation on the recto 
of  each spread, with photo-reproductions of  drawings 
illustrating the text on each verso. Both the translation 
and the illustrations are by Emlen Pope Etting (1905-
1993), an artist and avant-garde filmmaker who worked in Philadelphia for most 
of  his life. Etting studied French at Harvard, and later painting under André 
Lhote and at the Académie de la Grande Chaumière in Paris. Etting’s use of  line and 
geometric figures bears some resemblance to Lhote’s Cubist style, but especially in 
his illustrations, with their simplicity of  line and sparse monochromatic execution, 
Etting produces a repose and hovering fixity which distances him from Lhote’s 
more dynamic approach. In addition to private commissions and his own personal 
projects, Etting illustrated two books for New Directions, Koheleth: The Book of  
Ecclesiastes (1940) and Kafka’s Amerika (1946).  $175

29. [SNAKE RIVER PRESS] VERLAINE, Paul. Beaute des femmes. 
[Hove: Snake River Press, 1978.] Folio. Bound in original quarter maroon calf, 
with laid paper covered boards, two chain rolled raised bands, and spine lettered 
and decorated in gilt. Unpaginated [16pp.]. A Fine copy. One of  15 copies, of  
which this is number 11. Illustrated with six lithographs by Gerald Woods. Hand 
numbered and signed by Woods on the limitation page.  $650

X LES POÈTES MAUDITS X LES POÈTES MAUDITS



30. [WHITTINGTON PRESS] WEISSENBORN, 
Hellmuth. Hellmuth Weissenborn |Engraver. With 
an autobiographical introduction by the artist. 
Andoversford: Whittington Press [in association with 
The Acorn Press], 1983. Imperial Quarto. Bound in 
original full brown Nigerian goatskin by Woolnoughts, 
with an inlaid panel of  yellow leather set within the 
upper cover, and printed with an engraving from The 
Joyful Year (1947); sewn endbands, marbled endpapers, 
top-edge gilt, others uncut. Accompanied by a cloth 
covered portfolio containing an additional 10 leaves of  
engravings; both are housed in publisher’s matching 
brown cloth covered Solander box, with printed paper 
label to the spine. [xviii], 3-68, [+ colophon] pp. A Fine 
copy. Set in Monotype Bell, and printed on Zerkall 
mould-made paper. One of  20 copies issued in a deluxe 
binding with the additional portfolio of  engravings, of  
which this is number XIX. From a total edition of  260 copies.  $2200

31. [WHITTINGTON PRESS] 
WEISSENBORN, Hellmuth. 
London Scenes.
Risbury: Whittington Press, 2001. 
Octavo. In original stab bound violet 
Hahnemühle Bugra Bütton paper 
covered boards, sewn with black silk 
ribbon, printed paper label set within 

the upper cover, and fore-edge 
folded pages; accompanied by a 
matching portfolio containing a 
set of  proofs of  the engravings, 

and an additional engraving signed 
by Weissenborn. Both are housed in 

the publisher’s matching paper covered slipcase. Unpaginated [26 + colophon 
pp.]. Very minor shelf  wear to the extremities of  the slipcase, else a Fine copy. Set 
in Goudy Modern type, and printed on Hahnemühle Bugra Bütton and Sunome 
Senaka papers. One of  60 copies accompanied by the portfolio of  11 additional 
leaves of  engravings, of  which this is number LXII. From a total edition of  300 
copies.  $350

32. [WHITTINGTON PRESS] WEISSENBORN, Hellmuth. London Scenes. 
Risbury: Whittington Press, 2001. Octavo. In original stab bound violet 
Hahnemühle Bugra Bütton paper covered boards, sewn with black silk ribbon, 
printed paper label set 
within the upper cover, 
and fore-edge folded 
pages. Unpaginated 
[26 + colophon pp.]. A 
Fine copy. Set in Goudy 
Modern type, and printed 
on Hahnemühle Bugra 
Bütton and Sunome 
Senaka papers. One of  
300 copies, of  which this 
is number 87.  $150
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33. [WHITTINGTON PRESS] [RANDLE, John, 
ed.] A Miscellany of Type. 
Andoversford: Whittington Press, 1990. Folio. 
Bound in original quarter brown buckram with 
patterned paper covered boards, spine titled in gilt, 
top-edges ploughed and dyed, bottom-edges cut, 
fore-edges uncut; housed in matching publisher’s 
paper covered slipcase, reinforced with buckram 
at the top and bottom edges. [ix], 2-125, [i + 
colophon] pp. Slipcase slightly worn and bumped, 
small circular adhesive stain (presumably from a 
price sticker) to the cover of  the slipcase, else a 
Fine copy. Set in a variety of  faces, and printed on 
Zerkall mould-made paper.  One of  460 copies, 
of  which this is number 161. From a total edition of  530 copies. Wood engraving 
depicting a press studio by Howard Phipps to the colophon page.  $300

34. [WHITTINGTON PRESS] BIDWELL, John. 
Fine Papers the Oxford University Press.
Risbury: Whittington Press, 1999. Folio. In original 
light teal half  morocco fore-edge binding, with 
matching Fabriano Roma paper covered boards, and 
spine titled in gilt, top-edges ploughed, others uncut; 
accompanied by a matching cloth backed portfolio 
containing an additional 25 specimen sheets of  paper; 
both are housed in the publisher’s matching cloth 
covered Solander box, with gilt titled Oasis leather 

spinestrip. [xiii], 
2-85, [vi] [+ 40 
tipped-in sheets 
of  specimen papers] pp. A Fine copy. Set in 
14-pt. Centaur type, from matrices belonging 
originally to the Oxford University Press, and 
printed on Zerkall mould-made paper. One of  
65 copies issued in a deluxe binding with the 
additional portfolio of  specimens, of  which 
this is number LV.  From a total edition of  300 
copies.  $1800

35. [WHITTINGTON PRESS] BUTCHER, David. 
British Private Press Prospectuses 1891-2001. 
Risbury: Whittington Press, 2001. Imperial Quarto. In 
original half  orange Oasis leather fore edge binding, 
with marbled paper covered boards, spine titled in gilt, 
top edges ploughed, others uncut; accompanied by a 
half-cloth portfolio containing 20 original prospectus 
specimens; both are housed in the publisher’s cloth and 
paper covered slipcase. [xiii], 2-147, [i + colophon] 
pp. Some minor wear to the slipcase, else a Fine copy. 
Set in Poliphilus type and printed on Zerkall mould 
made paper. Contains facsimile prospectuses of  Dove’s 
Prospice, Kelmscott’s Fair Jehane, and Nonesuch’s Herodotus, 
loosely inserted into a paper pocket secured to the rear 
paste-down. One of  50 copies in the half-leather deluxe 

binding, with the additional portfolio of  loose prospectuses, of  which this is 
number XI. From a total edition of  350 copies.  $750
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